Objective. Despite the proliferation of databases with increasingly rich patient data, prediction of medication adherence remains poor. We proposed and evaluated approaches for improved adherence prediction. Data Sources. We identified Medicare beneficiaries who received prescription drug coverage through CVS Caremark and initiated a statin. Study Design. A total of 643 variables were identified at baseline from prior claims and linked Census data. In addition, we identified three postbaseline predictors, indicators of adherence to statins during each of the first 3 months of follow-up. We estimated 10 models predicting subsequent adherence, using logistic regression and boosted logistic regression, a nonparametric data-mining technique. Models were also estimated within strata defined by the index days supply. Results. In 77,703 statin initiators, prediction using baseline variables only was poor with maximum cross-validated C-statistics of 0.606 and 0.577 among patients with index supply ≤30 days and >30 days, respectively. Using only indicators of initial statin adherence improved prediction accuracy substantially among patients with shorter initial dispensings (C = 0.827/0.518), and, when combined with investigator-specified variables, prediction accuracy was further improved (C = 0.842/0.596). Conclusions. Observed adherence immediately after initiation predicted future adherence for patients whose initial dispensings were relatively short. Key Words. Adherence, boosting, comparative effectiveness, epidemiologic methods, prediction Improving medication adherence, or the degree to which patients take medications as prescribed by their health care providers, has the potential to greatly improve the performance of the health care system. Poor adherence has been
documented across the spectrum of chronic disease (Caro et al. 1999; Osterberg and Blaschke 2005; Solomon et al. 2005; Brookhart et al. 2007 ) and is associated with adverse health outcomes and higher health care costs (Choudhry et al. 2008) . The most effective interventions to improve adherence rely on a resource-intensive mix of strategies that simultaneously promote patient adherence and address the many potential barriers to adherence (Haynes et al. 2008; Dean, Walters, and Hall 2010; Morgado et al. 2011; Ogedegbe et al. 2012) . If patients who are most likely to be nonadherent could be accurately identified and targeted, the efficiency of these interventions could be increased (Cutrona et al. 2012) .
Despite the proliferation of health care claims databases with increasingly rich patient data, prediction of future medication adherence remains poor. Traditional approaches have focused on a limited number of investigator-specified clinical and demographic characteristics available at the time of treatment initiation. For example, age, race, socioeconomic status, the presence of psychological problems or cognitive impairment, and the complexity of the patient's treatment regimen have been shown to be predictive of future adherence (Mann et al. 2010; Choudhry et al. 2011; Gellad, Grenard, and Marcum 2011) . While many of these variables are correlated with adherence, they provide weak discrimination between adherers and nonadherers (Osterberg and Blaschke 2005; Steiner 2010 ). As a result, the best published adherence-prediction models from claims data for new medication initiators have not reached even a moderate C-statistic of 0.65 (Steiner et al. 2009; Chan et al. 2010; Carroll et al. 2012 ). In contrast, prediction of adherence among prevalent users using prior refill adherence has provided discrimination accuracy up to 0.79 (Molfenter et al. 2012) .
In this paper, we introduce and evaluate three categories of adherence predictors that may provide improved prediction in new initiators of statins. First, we incorporate linked Census data to capture socioeconomic information from the patients' zip code of residence. Second, we utilize the high-dimensional propensity score (hd-PS) variable selection algorithm to empirically identify a large number of potential adherence predictors from medical and pharmacy claims (Schneeweiss et al. 2009; Rassen et al. 2011) . Third, we explore the impact of initial observations of medication filling behavior on future adherence, similar to the use of past refills to predict adherence among prevalent users. We compare these predictors with traditional predictors derived from claims data.
We further enhance our prediction models with generalized boosting techniques to evaluate whether these offer benefits over standard logistic regression. Boosting is one of many machine learning methods that may improve predictive accuracy in "big data" scenarios (i.e., many predictors and/or many observations) such as claims data (Friedman 2001; Varian 2014) . Machine learning methods can improve prediction through automatic variable selection and through identification of nonlinear associations between predictors and outcome or deep interactions among predictors, which may be useful for modeling a behavior as complex as medication adherence. We evaluate the impact of new variables and enhanced prediction approaches on model discrimination using the cross-validated C-statistic that quantifies model prediction accuracy as applied to a new set of patients (Efron and Gong 1983) .
METHODS

Cohort
We created a cohort of Medicare beneficiaries aged 65 and older with prescription drug coverage through CVS Caremark, a U.S. pharmacy benefits management company with nation-wide coverage. Diagnostic, health care utilization, and demographic data from Medicare Parts A and B and enrollment files were linked to Caremark prescription drug claims (Polinski et al. 2011) . Within this cohort, we selected patients who newly initiated a statin or statin combination drug between January 1, 2006, and December 31, 2008, and defined the index date as the date of the first prescription filled for any statin with no use of statins in the prior 180 days. Patients were required to have continuous enrollment in both Medicare and Caremark for 180 days before the index date to ensure no prior statin use during this period. To ensure active benefit use, we required that patients have at least one drug dispensing claim and at least one health care claim in the 6 months prior to their index fill. Patients were required 222 HSR: Health Services Research 51:1 (February 2016) to have at least 1 year of continuous eligibility postindex fill and were excluded if they lost Medicare or Caremark eligibility, experienced a hospitalization lasting >14 days, entered hospice or a nursing home, or died prior to 365 days of follow-up. The institutional review board of Brigham and Women's Hospital approved the study.
Adherence Measures
We followed patients and recorded fills for prescriptions of any statin or statin combination for 1 year following the index date. For each patient, we created a "supply diary" that indicates whether each day was covered with medication by linking all observed statin fills based on the dispensing date and the days' supply. Based on the supply diary, we calculated the proportion of days covered (PDC) during two potential follow-up periods: (1) the 365 days following the index date and (2) days 91-365 after index. We refer to these measures as "1-year adherence" and "delayed adherence," respectively. The second measure excludes the first 3 months after initiation because adherence during those months will be utilized as predictors in some models, as described in the next section. For each measure, we defined "full adherence" as a PDC ≥0.8, which corresponds to the level of use above which patients with coronary artery disease benefit from statins (Choudhry et al. 2014) , and the threshold employed by most quality measures (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 2013; National Committee for Quality Assurance 2014). One-year PDC, while potentially an incomplete picture of patient behavior, remains the most common benchmark measure that is likely to be targeted by pharmacies, payers, and other health care providers when implementing interventions to improve adherence. In addition, PDC has been shown to perform similarly to the other most commonly used adherence measures such as medication possession ratio or continuous measure of medication gaps, and we would not expect performance to differ meaningfully with the use of these methods (Karve et al. 2008 (Karve et al. , 2009 ).
Predictors of Adherence
Investigator-Specified Variables. We defined 35 clinically relevant characteristics using Medicare enrollment files and medical and pharmacy claims incurred during the 180 days before the index date (Benner et al. 2002; Chan et al. 2010; Mann et al. 2010; Kulik et al. 2011 Hd-PS Variables. To facilitate more complete utilization of available claims for adherence prediction, we applied the hd-PS variable selection algorithm (Schneeweiss et al. 2009; Rassen et al. 2011) . As the name suggests, hd-PS was originally developed for creating and selecting claims-based variables for inclusion in a propensity score model to adjust for confounding in comparative effectiveness studies. The algorithm screens thousands of diagnosis, procedure, and medication codes for an empirical association with the exposure, and the top 300-500 are selected with the expectation that these variables can collectively proxy for unmeasured confounders. In empirical examples, hd-PS has been shown to improve confounding control over investigator-specified variable selection (Schneeweiss et al. 2009; Rassen et al. 2011 ).
To our knowledge, hd-PS has not been used in prediction, but we similarly sought to identify a large collection of variables that are associated with medication adherence and can potentially proxy for underlying behavioral constructs that may be predictive of adherence. Accordingly, we ran hd-PS using the indicator of full 1-year adherence as the dependent variable and selected the 400 variables with the strongest associations. All hd-PS variables were based on claims in the 180 days prior to statin initiation. 
Observing versus Predicting Adherence
Postbaseline Adherence. We also created three indicator variables (PDC ≥0.8 or ≥24 days covered, equivalently) to capture initial medication filling during each of the first three 30-day periods after initiation. We hypothesized that early medication filling behavior would be a strong indicator of patient intention and activation to use the prescribed medication, as measures of past refill behavior have been shown to predict medication adherence in prevalent users (Molfenter et al. 2012) . Figure 1 shows temporal alignment of all predictors and follow-up.
Prediction Models
For each of the two adherence measures under consideration, we estimated 10 prediction models in the full cohort and in strata based on the days supply of the index statin prescription (≤30 days vs. >30 days). All prediction and evaluation was performed in R, Version 3.0.1 (Vienna, Austria). Models 1-5, as described in Table 2 , utilized baseline predictors only (investigatorspecified, census, and hd-PS variables), while models 6-10 included the postbaseline indicators of initial adherence as predictors. Specifically, in models 1-4, we used ordinary logistic regression, and all predictors were included as ordinary linear terms. Interactions were not considered. Model 6 included only the three initial adherence variables and their interactions, model 7 additionally included the investigator-specified variables, and model 9 included all potential predictors. Models 4, 7, and 9 were reestimated (in models 5, 8, and 10, respectively) using the generalized boosting algorithm, as implemented in the R package gbm (Ridgeway 2007 ). These models included the best-performing model from logistic regression (model 7) and the models with the largest predictor sets (models 4 and 9). The boosting algorithm has been used frequently in health care research from administrative databases (Robinson 2008; Koh and Tan 2011) and is considered one of the best data-mining approaches for general prediction problems (Hastie et al. 2009 ). The algorithm creates a prediction model by building many small regression trees that are weak predictors independently, but collectively can provide highly accurate classification (Friedman 2001) , and has several features that are potentially advantageous in the prediction of adherence (Varian 2014) . First, because the algorithm is based on regression trees, it automatically incorporates nonlinear associations between predictors and outcome, as well as deep interactions, as specified by the user. In addition, the process of model building provides automatic variable selection, as variables that are not utilized in any regression trees are effectively excluded from the model. Finally, the boosting algorithm includes several built-in protections from model overfitting. In this analysis, we used standard default values for tuning parameters, an interaction depth of 5, and 15,000 regression trees to identify the optimal model (Friedman 2001) .
Evaluation of Prediction Models
Prediction models were evaluated with respect to their ability to discriminate between patients who did and did not become nonadherent, as measured by the C-statistic. A C-statistic can be interpreted as the probability that for any pair of randomly chosen cases and controls (adherent and nonadherent patients) the predicted probability from the model will be higher for the case than for the control (Harrell, Lee, and Mark 1996) . This measure ranges from 0.5 to 1.0, corresponding to a completely noninformative model (a case has a 50 percent chance of having a higher predicted probability than a randomly selected control) and perfect prediction, respectively. The practical meaning of a model C-statistic depends on how the predictions are used, but a model with higher C-statistic will generally lead to more accurate patient targeting, for example, a higher sensitivity and specificity when labeling patients as likely adherent or not. To avoid the "over optimism" bias associated with evaluating model prediction accuracy in the same data that was used to estimate the model, we performed 10-fold cross-validation (Steyerberg et al. 2001) . In this method, the cohort was randomly partitioned into 10 samples of approximately equal size. In the first cross-validation fold, the first sample was set aside, and the remaining nine were used for model estimation. The estimated model was then applied to the data from the first sample (that was excluded from model estimation) and predictions were generated. This process was repeated for each of the 10 samples until every patient had a prediction that was generated without the use of his data in model estimation. These cross-validated predictions were then compared with the relevant adherence measure to calculate a single cross-validated C-statistic. The statistical significance of differences in predictive accuracy across models was assessed via tests of the net reclassification index (NRI) (Pencina, D'Agostino, and Vasan 2008) .
RESULTS
Patient Characteristics
We identified 77,703 statin initiators who met all inclusion criteria, of whom 45,251 had an initial prescription length of ≤30 days and 32,452 had an initial prescription lasting more than 30 days (flowchart available in Web Appendix). Table 1 presents the predefined characteristics of these patients. The average age of 74 years was similar regardless of the length of the index statin prescription, but patients receiving a shorter initial prescription were more likely to be female or non-white and less likely to initiate atorvastatin. Patients receiving shorter initial prescriptions also had on average higher health services and comorbidity counts and a higher likelihood of almost all comorbidities and procedures, both cardiovascular and noncardiovascular. As expected, patients with shorter initial prescriptions were less likely to be fully adherent over 1 year of follow-up; we observed 39 percent versus 48 percent full adherence among patients with shorter versus longer index prescriptions, respectively.
The Census variables and hd-PS variables used in prediction modeling are listed in the Web Appendix. The highest ranked hd-PS variables included indicators for frequent nursing home diagnoses of hemiplegia, lower limb amputation, and unspecified bipolar disorder, all of which were associated with better adherence. Table 2 reports the cross-validated prediction accuracy, quantified by the Cstatistic, for all 10 models under consideration in each cohort and for each potential adherence measure. In models that utilized only baseline predictors, including investigator-specified, Census, and hd-PS selected variables, prediction was poor. The maximum observed C-statistic in these models was 0.606, corresponding to Model 2 predicting 1-year adherence among patients with index prescriptions ≤30 days. This model utilized only investigator-specified and Census predictors and was estimated via logistic regression. Prediction was generally worse for all models that incorporated the hd-PS selected predictors. As expected, prediction was also slightly worse when predicting delayed adherence, beginning on day 91 after index, or when predicting within the cohort of patients that received longer index statin prescriptions.
Prediction Accuracy
Utilization of the postbaseline indicators of initial adherence in Models 6-10 greatly improved predictions over the baseline-only models. The maximum C-statistic observed in these models was 0.842, corresponding to Model 7 predicting 1-year adherence among patients with index prescriptions ≤30 days. This model utilized only the initial adherence indicators and baseline predefined characteristics. Discrimination was nearly as strong when utilizing the postbaseline variables alone (C = 0.827). Prediction was not improved through the use of boosting techniques or through inclusion of census or hd-PS predictors. As with Models 1-5, prediction was slightly worse when predicting delayed adherence. However, when using postbaseline predictors, prediction was significantly worse in the cohort of patients with index supply >30 days. The majority of these patients received 90 days at index and therefore has complete coverage during the first 3 months after initiation. The improvement in classification from Models 2, 4, 7, and 9 over Model 1 was highly statistically significant in all analyses (p < .001).
Observing versus Predicting Adherence
The results from the best-performing model (Model 7) predicting 1-year adherence are given in Table 3 , stratified by index days supply. Coverage during each of the first 3 months following initiation was strongly associated with adherence and, among patients with short initial dispensings, had odds ratios of 10.0 (95 percent confidence interval: 3.2-60.4), 49.3 (9.8-364.6), and 80.6 (22.2-519.2) for coverage during the first, second, and third months, respectively. The associations were weaker among patients with longer initial dispensings, but still much stronger than the effects of any investigator-specified variables. All model terms that included the postbaseline indicator for the first month following index were dropped from the model in these patients, as they all were completely covered during the first month by definition. Figure 2 presents adherence outcomes for each unique postbaseline adherence pattern separately by index days supply. Among patients with ≤30 days index supply, 39 percent had full adherence during each of the first 3 months; within this group, 72 percent went on to have full adherence during the year of follow-up and 66 percent had full adherence during days 91-365. Among patients with >30 days index supply, 96 percent had complete coverage during each of the first 3 months, but only 49 percent went on to have full 1-year adherence. Based on these results, a prediction rule that identified patients as adherent if they had full coverage during months 2 and 3 (patterns 1 and 5) and nonadherent otherwise (patterns 2-4 and 6-8) would have a positive predictive value (PPV) of 72 percent and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 82 percent in patients with initial prescriptions of ≤30 days. Alternatively, if predictions were needed sooner (60 days after initiation), one could use a prediction rule that depended only on coverage during month 2 (patterns 1-2 and 5-6 vs. patterns 3-4 and 7-8). This rule would have a PPVof 62 percent and a NPVof 84 percent.
DISCUSSION
In this large cohort of statin initiators, we found that a simple strategy using patterns of medication-filling shortly after patients initiated therapy provided predictions of 1-year adherence that were highly accurate and had substantially better discriminative ability than approaches using clinically relevant or advanced variable selection and modeling techniques. In particular, among patients with initial statin dispensings of 30 days or less, failing to refill in the second and third months after initiation was highly predictive of poor adherence over the year. Prediction accuracy was improved slightly when Observing versus Predicting Adherenceinvestigator-specified clinical characteristics were added to initial adherence pattern predictors, but prediction was not improved through the use of arealevel socioeconomic data from Census linkage, hd-PS variable selection from health care claims, or the nonparametric boosted data mining algorithm. Among patients with initial statin dispensings of more than 30 days, adherence prediction was poor in all models considered. These results confirm prior research that found the accuracy of adherence predictions for medication initiators from baseline claims and enrollment data to be poor (Steiner et al. 2009; Chan et al. 2010; Carroll et al. 2012 ). The C-statistics observed in our models containing baseline data only were generally slightly lower, possibly due to the fact that previously reported C-statistics did not utilize a validation approach and therefore were likely overly optimistic. Our findings also support the conclusion that medication adherence is a complex behavior that cannot be explained well by health system use and disease state information recorded in claims or by local socioeconomic status. As a result, analytic techniques that rely on variables of this type, regardless of how well they are selected, are unlikely to make prediction substantially more accurate. In contrast, initial filling directly measures patient commitment and ability to access the medication and better predicts future adherence. This improved prediction can be applied to better target interventions to patients who are likely to be nonadherent, providing more efficient use of resources. When exploring the relative contribution of each set of variables to adherence prediction, we generally used ordinary logistic regression with simple linear terms for all variables and no interactions. For the best-performing model that utilizes initial adherence patterns and investigator-specified Observing versus Predicting Adherencecharacteristics, prediction accuracy may be further improved by extending the model to account for select interactions and the potentially nonlinear association between age and adherence that has been documented in other studies (Curtis et al. 2009 ). However, we reestimated this model with boosted regression that automatically incorporates nonlinear and interaction terms, and discrimination did not improve.
The boosting algorithm also provides automatic variable selection, as variables are incorporated into the model through inclusion in one of the regression trees, which are selected to maximize the improvement in prediction. In the all predictors model (Model 10) estimated within the cohort with longer index dispensings, the boosted algorithm on average selected 305 of the 643 potential baseline predictors, although that varied slightly across cross-validation folds. Despite this reduced predictor space and the boosting algorithm's other built-in protections, overfitting was still likely the source of its poor performance in patients with index supply of greater than 30 days. Other data mining approaches, such as random forests (Breiman 2001) , model-based boosting (Hothorn and B€ uhlmann 2006) , or support vector machines (Cortes and Vapnik 1995) could provide better performance, as the relative performance of these methods is problem-specific (Hastie et al. 2009 ).
In the logistic models, we did not pursue additional variable selection within each set of potential predictors. For example, we could have used a backward step-wise selection approach (Beale, Kendall, and Mann 1967) or LASSO regression (Tibshirani 1996) to identify a subset of the 208 Census variables that were most predictive. This process would have certainly produced a more parsimonious model but would not necessarily improve prediction, as important predictors could be selected out of the model. A better approach to selecting variables that maximize model discrimination would be to utilize the existing cross-validation framework and perform an all-subset regression, where a separate model is estimated with every possible subset of the potential predictors and the cross-validated C-statistic is compared to choose the best model. This process would have been prohibitively time-consuming with all 643 potential predictors in our study, but a focused search within the 35 predefined characteristics may be feasible and further improve prediction over our best-performing model.
Our study was restricted to patients who demonstrated active use of the health care system and who remained enrolled in both Medicare and their Part D drug plan for 180 days before and 365 days after their initial statin dispensing. This group may not be representative of all statin initiators in Medicare, as the patients in our study maintained stable drug coverage for at least 18 months. Therefore, adherence may be better in this group, and results may not be generalizable to all Medicare patients. Prediction performance observed in our study may also not hold in a younger, working population receiving statins or when predicting adherence to other chronic disease medications.
This study focused on predicting adherence as measured in pharmacy claims data, which may misclassify the adherence of patients who fill prescriptions but do not actually take them. This misclassification was apparent when attempting to utilize initial adherence patterns to predict future adherence among patients who filled initial statin prescriptions of longer than 30 days. The majority of these patients received a supply of 90 days, so that they were fully covered during each of the first 3 months, regardless of whether they took the medication. In contrast, patients with 30-day prescriptions had to return to the pharmacy and refill each month to maintain full coverage, representing a stronger likelihood of taking medication as prescribed. Therefore, we expect this issue to be of less practical importance in patients with short, frequent dispensings and as the period of adherence follow-up is lengthened. An alternative prediction rule for patients with 90-day index dispensings would be to follow patients until shortly after the end of days supply for the index prescription and observe the presence or absence of a refill. This may provide better predictions for patients in this group.
Similarly, in patients with 30-day index dispensings, we may significantly shorten the time until predictions can be made by focusing on refilling behavior at the end of the index days supply. For example, reaching 80 percent coverage each month requires no gaps of 6 days or more. Thus, a prediction rule that flags patients for intervention at the first gap of 6 days may provide similar accuracy that does not require waiting a full 90 days after initiation. Predictions available at or near the time of medication initiation are more useful, as at this time, patients are most likely to be interacting with providers and therefore may be most susceptible to intervention.
Based on these results, initial adherence patterns to statins may provide a useful prediction tool for targeting patients with adherence interventions. In addition to being the most accurate of the approaches considered, basing predictions on initial observations of adherence was also by far the simplest. Because predictions are based on just three binary variables, adherence prediction and patient targeting could be done in any computer system without the need for statistical software, or even by hand for providers who wish to implement monitoring immediately. Accurate predictions can be generated based solely on pharmacy records, thereby avoiding the need to link to mediObserving versus Predicting Adherencecal claims or other data sources and protecting patient privacy. Finally, predictions can be generated for patients with no prior data history, making accurate predictions possible for a wide spectrum of patients at providers with varying resources. If more complex prediction methods had been found to be of greater value to adherence prediction, new software tools for capture and manipulation of patient data would have been necessary to produce actionable recommendations for clinicians. Future work should evaluate whether prediction rules based on observed filling patterns can be extended to other drug classes and to more refined classifications of adherence behaviors, such as adherence trajectories (Franklin et al. 2013 ).
